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Since its publication in 1947, Who Has Seen the Wind has sold over half of a million copies in
Canada alone, and a lot more than 5,000 copies on cassette. Shifting, humorous, and eloquent,
Who Has Seen the Wind portrays the wonder and power of the Prairies and of the human being
spirit, and introduces one of the most vivid characters ever in Canadian fiction.O. Just four years

outdated at the novel&#146s outset, Brian brings a delightfully naive and undeniably canny
sensibility to the pivotal encounters of childhood and adolescence. Mitchell reads his best-loved

function in the inimitable design which has delighted audiences throughout Canada for
generations. Set in the fictional city of Crocus, Saskatchewan, the novel explores the evolving

awareness of Brian O&#146Connal, the neighborhood druggist&#146s boy. Mitchell reading his
popular novel can be appreciated on CD. Now, for the very first time ever, this wonderful archival

recording of W. A consummate performer and irrepressible storyteller, W.O. Hailed as the
fantastic Canadian classic of boyhood, Who Offers Seen the Wind tells the tale of youthful

Brian, who learns approximately life and death, independence and justice, as he comes of age in
the west.
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Novel of the Canadian Prairie Having grown up upon the prairie of Alberta, I have loved this tale
since I go through it as a kid. The outcasts of the city, and the spiritual feeling of the wind on the
prairie. It really is interesting to observe life through his eye as he doesn't know very well what
really is going on around him, but interprets it through a child's lens.This book was read by the
writer. He's not a great reader, but I loved his emphasis, since he wrote the reserve. Among
Canada's Best Authors I read the reserve many years ago and wished to present it to my 9-year
old grandson.! It is a wonderful book and very well written. It's about the daily life of a 9 or ten
year older boy on the Prairies in Canada, Anybody who offers resided in the prairies end up
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being it Canada or the USA could relate to it but I did decide that a young boy would have to be
approximately 14 or 15 to really appreciate it and to understand it. How many more words should
i write to become polite? I needed to re-go through it to ensure that it would become suitable for
him. I was unfortunate when the publication ended. Enthusiasts of Willa Cather should read this
book. Seriously, if one is usually satisfiedstop with the term requirements! The local people and
their interactions. I guess in those days I determined with Brian, the protagonist, a thoughtful
and delicate child. Five Stars More English reading :) Who Offers Seen the Wind I loved this
book. Beautifully written I loved this book. A friend lent me her copy, and I knew I would need to
reread it, so I bought my very own. It's a beautifully created story about a boy developing up in a
small city on the western prairies of Canada during the 1930s. The story of a young boy in a
small Canadian town. Four Stars A lovely classic that sometimes moves with glacial
acceleration. Excellent. Excellent.But it's a good read even for adults Five Stars Great book ! It
brought back remembrances of my youth becoming raised in a small town.
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